The SB-PRAM is a massively parallel, uniform 
I. Introduction
The PRAM is a well-established, parallel machine model widely used in theoretical computer science [ 161. The main characteristic of the model is that the parallel operating processors have concurrent access to the entire memory with unit access time. There has been much research on how to implement this machine model in real hardware (see [15, 321 for a survey). One of the most promising approaches is the fluent machine [27, 281 by Ranade. This approach has been revised and led to the SB-PRAM design [ 11, a uniform memory access (UMA) shared memory multiprocessor which conforms to the priority concurrent read concurrent write PRAM model (priority CRCW PRAM).
The SB-PRAM consists of n processor modules and an equal number of memory modules. The processors are connected by a butterfly network to the memory modules. A memory reference of a CPU is turned into a network packet that travels through the network to the appropriate memory module. In case of a load request a response packet is sent back from the memory module to the processor. 1060-3425/97 $10.00 0 1997 IEEE To get high performance, one must pay attention to some crucial design topics. Above all, the network latency needs careful treatment. The latency is hidden by two means: first, a physical processor simulates several virtual processors or threads; second, a delayed load instruction is used, i.e., the destination register of a load is updated after the next instruction. Another issue is to hash memory addresses produced by the processor among the memory modules, which equalizes the load of the modules. Furthermore, packets with the same destination address are combined in the network stages into one packet to avoid memory hot spots. Combining is extended to multi prefix operations on integers.
The concepts underlying the SB-PRAM have not been developed independently from others. The concept of virtual processors in hardware was already used in the Denelcor HEP [31] , and is used again in the Tera MTA [2] . The concepts of hashing and combining were already used in the NYU Ultracomputer [12] and IBM RP3 [25] . NYU Ultracomputer, IBM FtP3, Tera MTA, and Stanford DASH [24] (a multiprocessor with cache-coherent virtual shared memory) also have hardware support for parallel prefix operations, although DASH is restricted to incremenddecrement. The aim of the SB-PRAM is to bring all these concepts together in a single machine.
Besides algorithms that have chiefly been developed for the theoretical PRAM machine model, many applications of commercial interest will perform well on a PRAM type computer. Among them are data base management systems [ 1 13, telecommunications applications like ATM switches [SI, Video-on-Demand seryers [lo] , and ray tracing applications [3] .
In the next two sections, we report on the running 4 processor prototype (4-SB-PRAM). First, we describe the hardware implementation and the physical organization of the machine. Then, we discuss the system software and the programming environment of the machine and give a brief overview of the application programs that have been run on the prototype. Finally, we give an outlook to the planned 128-SB-PRAM and sketch the modifications in the implementation of this machine.
The 4-SB-PRAM hardware
The overall structure of the SB-PRAM is depicted in Figure 1. The core of the machine is the network which connects the processor modules and the memory modules. The machine is controlled by a host which is connected through a host interface. In the following we will describe these parts in more detail.
Processor
The processor was designed [19] in a sea-of-gates ASIC technology. Its Berkeley RISC like instruction set supports integer arithmetic and logic operations on 32-bit operands.
Additionally, single ]precision floating point addition and multiplication-compliant to the IEEE standard-are implemented in hardware. More complicated operations and double precision have: been omitted due to chip space limitations in the technology.
Load and store instructions can be of two types: local or global. The local instructions access memory and peripherals on the processor board while the global ones access shared memory through the network. For accessing global memory, the processor also supports single cycle parallel prefix instructions. Several groups of processors may perform prefix operations on distinct memory locations in parallel, hence the name "multi prefix".
When accessing shared memory, logical addresses are translated to physical addresses in two steps. First, if the most significant bit of the original logical address is set, the contents of a special register h i b a s e is added; otherwise lohase is added. 'I'his provides a simple means to map private and shared data to different address spaces [ 131. The second step realizes ii linear hash function which has been considered sufficient for hashing [9] . The sum is multiplied by a 32-bit constant and the lower 32 bits of the result form the physical address.
Currently, a physical processor schedules 32 virtual processors in a pipeline13 manner on instruction level. Each virtual processor works on its own register set consisting of 32 registers. Due to its size the register file is implemented off-chip. Figure 2 depicts the: functional blocks of the processor board. Program memory is accessed by a separate bus (harvard architecture). The local bus of the processor board supports various funlctions: i) It enables the processor to access its local memory, the registers of the control FPGA, on-board YO devices (two SCSI controllers, a serial line interface) as well as dizvices attached to the extension port;
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ii) The bus provides the same functionality as in i) to the host. Particularly, soime special registers of the FPGA controlling the state of the board may be set; iii) The FPGA may perform a DMA transfer on the local bus between local memory and two SCSI hard disks. It achieves a data rate of 32 MByte/s without interfering with the processor. Local memory is currently only visible to the operating system not to the compiler. Access to shared memory is handled by the sortnode, a special ASIC which realizes the access to the network. Its functionality belongs to the network and will be discussed in Section 2.5.
Global shared memory
The global shared memory consists of 4 modules equipped with 16 MByte RAM each. Two independent modules are integrated into one board. The memory consists of standard DRAM SIM modules. Memory requests from the network may arrive every 30 ns in the final design. With a DRAM cycle time of 120 ns the memory becomes a bottleneck. The problem is solved by splitting a memory module into four banks of 4 MByte each. The hash function distributes the accesses uniformly over the four banks of a module.
The memory control of a bank is implemented in an Actel FPGA. Besides refresh and address generation for ordinary reaawrite operations, it also performs read-modifywrite operations which are needed by the multi prefix instruction. Another FPGA chip controls the communication between the memory board and the connected network board. It also provides small queues for buffering incoming data from the network. All memory modules may be accessed by the host at any time using a separate data path. 
Host interface
The host computer is a Sun SPARCstationlO with an SBus expansion bus. The host interface consists of two boards, the SBus card and the PRAM interface board. The SBus card simply buffers and transmits data for the second board; This choice was made to keep debugging simple. At the PRAM interface the data path is split into two independent busses, the processor bus and the memory bus: for ordinary I/O operations, the memory bus would be sufficient, but the processor bus was provided for testing and debugging the processor boards in the initial construction phase. It offers access to the program memory and the local bus of the processor boards.
Since the logical address space is hashed onto physical memory, the host has to employ hashing, too. The hashing is done in hardware by a 32 bit multiplier chip. Clearly, the addresses for the program memory are not hashed. The processor and memory backplanes distribute the signals of the host to the individual boards.
All actions of the host interface are initiated by the host since the interface is an SBus slave device. The SB-PRAM is able to interrupt th'e host on seven interrupt levels. Interrupts can be initiated by the processor boards during normal operation (e.g., I/O handshake) or by the memory boards in case of a memory fault (e.g., parity error) or a network failure. The host intcrface is accessed via a device driver, which is responsible for mapping SB-PRAM memory to Sun memory and for interrupt handling.
Network
The connection between the processors and the memory modules of the global shared memory is realized by a butterfly network. Processors may send load, store or multi prefix requests to the memory. They are routed by the butterfly network to their destination memory modules. If the request was a load or a multi prefix operation, an answer is sent back to the requlesting processor. In the following, we discuss major aspects of the functionality of the network and detail its implementation for the 4-SB-PRAM.
Each processor is (connected to the sortnode ASIC which in turn is connected to a link of the network (cf. SN in Figure 1 ). The sortnode: collects the requests of eight virtual processors and sends the requests sorted by their hashed addresses to the network. After having sent the requests, an additional End-Of-Round packet (EOR) is sent into the network. EOR-packets are sent always, even if there are no requests in a round.
In the SB-PRAM , n = 2k processors are connected to n memory modules tllrough a IC + 1-stage butterfly network (cf. Figure 3) . A unique path exists from each processor to each memory module:. In forward direction, the routing path is determined by the address of the request. If an answer packet is expected, routing information is stored in a FIFO queue in each node. In backward direction, data are routed according to the contents of the queue. If there are requests accessing the same address within a round, they are combined and only one request is passed to the next stage of the network. This is possible, because the sorted order of the requests, which is produced by the sortnode chip, is preserved in the network [20] . On the backward path, the combined requests are re-duplicated using the information in the FIFO queue.
Due to the comb.ining of requests at most four of them arrive at the memory module, even if all processors access the same address simultaneously. On a store request, the operand of the rightmost path, i.e., of the processor with the highest number, is stored in memory (this realizes the priority PRAM model).
Multi prefix operations as defined in [27] are implemented in the network as a special form of combining. In the forward path two operands i and j are processed according to their multi prefix operation 0 E {and, m, max, add}. The result is sent down the network. Furthermore, the left operand i and the operation 0 are stored in a second FIFO queue. On the backward path, the incoming answer s is sent up the left link and s@i is sent up the right link. An ALU is needed in the network nodes to perform the computations.
The network operates at a clock frequency four times faster than the processors. As the network needs two cycles to handle a request, a processor utilizing the network at its peak bandwidth can have a speed of at most twice as fast as the network. We assume here that a processor is able to access the global memory via the network in each instruction. However, a utilization of 100% is not possible because conflicts can occur within the network. To keep the protocol between processors, sorting devices, and network nodes simple, we chose cycle times that are multiples of each other.
In each network cycle, packets may be sent along a link. The flow of packets in the network is controlled by valid signals in forward direction and busy signals in backward direction. The inputs of the nodes are buffered by small FIFO queues.
The network nodes are realized in the same technology as the processor. As shown in Figure 4 , parts of different nodes are integrated into one chip. This reduces the wiring effort off-chip [7] . Each ASIC represents two complete nodes of the network. The nodes to the processors and to the memory modules need only one link. A first version of the network ASIC was found not to be functional [201, the original network design of the fluent machine [28] was implemented incorrectly. The error was found through simulations, but due to time constraints with the manufacturer, the chip had already been manufactured. For the current 4-SB-PRAM prototype, the network is emulated with an FPGA-Design. Due to the complexity, each ASIC is embedded using two FPGAs XC4013, where one FPGA holds the forward and the other FPGA the backward paths and logic. Using FPGAs for the first implementation offered several advantages.
The FPGA XC4013 from Xilinx is a re-programmable and in circuit programmable device. So it was very easy to change the design and the behavior of the network without modifying the hardware. With the implemented FPGA design, we have been able to test the behavior of a network node before manufacturing the ASIC (version 2). In the FPGA, additional logic could be implemented to check correctness of the networks behavior. The 4-SB-PRAM is running with a network clock frequency of 5 MHz which is limited by the FPGA based network board. When moving to ASIC technology, the clock frequency of the system will be increased to 32 MHz.
Summary
The SB-PRAM project started early in 1990. When it became clear, in 1991, that such a system could be realized, the design of the chips and the boards started. About a dozen persons were involved in the hardware design process. A functional prototype of a 1-SB-PRAM without network was available at the end of 1995. By now, the 4-SB-PRAM is up and running.
Software
Software development began when the hardware design started. So, now that the hardware is working, there is already a functional program developing environment and some application programs.
System software
The system software comprises two compilers, one for the programming language C and one for FORK [21] , a C extension especially developed for the specification of PRAM programs. The parallel programming environment of the C compiler [13] is provided by the P4 library [5] and the SBP library. The P4 library consists of functions for writing portable, parallel programs and the SBP library provides functions that are tuned for the SB-PRAM. The assembler and linker are common for both compilers.
Both programming environments use a small set of system calls for interfacing to the operating system PRAMOS. The operating system handles all UO operations and performs functions that require supervisor permissions, e.g., the creation of processes.
The programs can be executed either on the real 4-SB-PRAM or on a PRAM simulator which has been available early in the project. Since the simulator emulates system calls, it was possible to develop and test application programs while the hardware was not yet available.
The creation of the programming language FORK dates back to the year 1990, when it was designed as a language for specifying algorithms for the theoretical PRAM model in an elegant way [14] . Since then, a lot of work has been invested to make it ready for practical use [21, 22] . A functional compiler exists and a library of basic PRAM algorithms is currently under development [23] .
The C compiler of the SB-PRAM, called PGCC, is an adapted version of the GNU C compiler. Besides the changes to the code generator, there are two important modifications: new storage class identifiers shared and private have been introduced, and all elementary data types are 32 bit wide. The storage class qualifiers specify whether all processes get their own copy of a variable (private) or whether all processes share the same variable (shared). Accordingly, the function shmaZZoc() dynamically allocates space for shared variables whereas the standard maZZoc() routine reserves private space, all in global memory. Since the processor only supports 32 bit memory accesses, all basic data types are defined 32 bit wide. Hence, all char variables need four bytes, but this imposes no severe problems even if UO is involved.
The C Standard Library had to be adapted to the 32 bit data types. The Mathematical Library implements basic functions that are not directly available in hardware, like floating point division, and more complex functions, e.g., sqrt() or sin(). A Multi Pre& Library gives the C programmer direct access to the powerful multi prefix operations. The Parallel Library contains a set of efficient parallel data structures and algorithms. Among them are different versions of locks, barriers, and parallel queues. Many of them are based on multi prefix and operate serialization free in constant time. Furthermore, the complete P4 library has been ported.
The assembler generates object files in a slightly extended COFF format. The standard COFF format has an address space of 232 Bytes. This address space had to be adapted to the 232 word address range.
The linker joins the appropriate segments of its input files. The program code is contained in the standard text segment, while the usual data and bss segments are split into a private and a shared part. The non-standard segments args and lddata provide the command line arguments and further information for the startup code, like the size of the shared heap (sh-size), the private heap (ph-size), and the private stack (ps-size).
The memory map during program execution is shown in Figure 5 . It takes advantage of the virtual processor's two address spaces which are distinguished by the uppermost address bit. All shared segments, namely lddata, gsdata, gsbss and the shared heap, are arranged in the lower memory half and are mapped to the same location in logical memory for all virtual processors. For the private segments, namely gpdata, gpbss, args, the private heap, and the private stack, a private memory frame (PMF) is set up in the upper memory half. Since the stack and the heap grow in different directions, the starting point of a PMF is located in the middle of the upper address half of a virtual processor. The PMF is mapped onto a different memory range for each virtual processor. The logical address range for a program is contiguous and is limited by the lo..protect and hi-protect registers of the memory management logic which disables accesses outside this range arid signals an interrupt.
The operating system P M O S shall enable multiple users to work concurrently on the SB-PRAM in the future, but by now, it offers only single user support. The operating system is split up in a host part and an SB-PRAM part. The host is responsible for booting the machine, for user login, and for program execution. After a program is started, the host only acts as an YO device performing terminal UO to the user, network UO via sockets, and file UO to its own local file system. On the SB-PRAM one "slice" of virtual processors, i.e., one virtual processor per physical processor, is allocated as a "service processor" for PRAMOS.
When loading a user program, both operating system parts work closely together. They communicate over shared memory. The user specifies the program to be executed, the number of processors to be used, and the memory space. Then, the host sends a program load request to the SB-PRAM. The service processors allocate memory and virtual processors, and answer the load request. Then, the host uploads the program and data according to the specified addresses and interrupts the SB-PRAM. In the interrupt service routine, which belongs to PRAMOS, the necessary initialization!; are performed and the user program starts when the interrupt routine is finished.
Memory is allocated in a contiguous logical block to exploit the memory protection logic of the processor. The number of processors is specified by the number of slices over all physical prccessors. Thus, the program has always access to all disks ofthe SB-PRAM.
Besides providing system calls, the operating system must also initiate rehashing [lS], if the hash factor was badly chosen. For achieving this, P W O S periodically controls how many network packets returned too late. As long as the SB-PRAM hardware was not available, application programs and even P M O S have been developed using a software simulator of the machine. Simulating one virtual procicssor, it has a performance of about 0.7 MIPS on a Sun SPARCstation20 and is able to emulate system calls.
Applications
We discuss the following complex application programs and their implementations on the SB-PRAM. From the SPLASH application suites version 1 and 2 [30, 331 we ported LocusRoute, Radiosity, MP3D, and PTHOR. The programs are running on the simulator already and we are currently in the debug phase of the code on the 4-SB-PRAM, so we cannot present exact, proven and comparable performance data of the prototype. Two applications, namely a fish-eye view of graphs and a ray tracer have been developed by ourselves and they are running successfully on the real machine. Furthermore, we investigated data base implementations, Video-on-Demand servers, and an ATM switch as possible applications for the SB-PRAM where the machine promises high efficiency. The description of the programs is very brief and focuses only on some main issues of the implementation.
SPLASH programs.
The programs taken from the SPLASH application suite are written in C and use the P4 macro package. After they have been ported as is to the SB-PRAM several draw backs of the specific implementation of the benchmarks have been detected. It seems that the benchmark was developed to achieve good performance on machines with physically distributed memory and nonuniform access time. The powerful mechanisms that are provided by the SB-PRAM architecture such as lock free parallel queues, parallel shared memory allocation, and single cycle multi prefix operations allow for a more efficient implementation of the applications as described in the sequel.
LocusRoute is the standard cell global router from the SPLASH-1 application suite. LocusRoute approximates the optimal solution for the global routing problem by enumerating a reasonable subset of all routes between two pins that have to be connected and selects the route that causes minimum costs. The main data structure of LocusRoute is a cost array which has a row for each channel and a column for each channel segment. The entries of this array keep track of the number of wires running through each channel segment. Although the original SPLASH implementation provides two levels of parallelism, namely routing of different wires in parallel (wire tasks) and testing different routes between two pins of a given wire in parallel (route tasks), the experiments reported in the benchmark distribution exploit only the wire parallelism by geographic wire partitioning. Because a wire task may generate many route tasks before it can be terminated, the granularity of a route task is usually much finer than the granularity of a wire task. In our implementation, the wire tasks and route tasks are held in central task queues that can be accessed by all processors. Initially, the processors are partitioned into wire processors and route processors. Wire processors execute tasks from the wire queue and generate tasks for the route queues, route processors execute tasks from the route queues. To guarantee a good load balance, processors are allowed to switch queues if the queue they are currently accessing is empty. The multi prefix operations can be used to realize a sequentializationfree access without any degradation in the routing quality as observed in the original implementation. There, the lock was omitted for performance reasons, which had a negative impact on routing quality.
The radiosity program [26] is a simulation method from computer graphics to generate photo-realistic images with objects which diffusely reflect or emit light. The main computational effort consists in computing the conjiguration factors between different patches, which determine the light transfer between patches. The configuration factors only depend on the geometry of the environment. The hierarchical radiosity method adaptively subdivides the surfaces into a hierarchy of patches where the subdivision of each surface is represented by a quadtree. The final radiosities of all patches are specified in a linear system of equations describing all the interactions. The system is solved by a generalized Jacobi-iteration scheme. The iteration stops when the difference of the total radiosity of two successive iterations is small enough. In each iteration step the interactions between patches are reconsidered which may result in a change of the interaction levels or in new subdivisions. In the original SPLASH-2 implementation each processor has its own task queue and inserts new tasks created by local tasks into this queue to achieve locality. Task stealing realizes load balancing. Improvements of this parallel implementation include a parallel construction of the BSP-tree which stores the input polygons and allows for a fast visibility check, the use of a parallel task queue, and the use of parallel loops where locality can be ignored. Besides the improvements of the efficiency, our investigations show that the optimized version leads to a much simpler source code.
MP3D [29] is the particle simulator taken from SPLASH-1 for fluid dynamics problems. It uses a uniform subdivision in cubic cells. For an efficient computation of collisions, the active space is represented as a 3-dimensional array of space cells. The collisions are determined statistically using collision probabilities. Our parallel implementation exploits particle-based parallelism instead of a cell-based parallelism to obtain a fine-grained parallelism of high degree. Another advantage of the particle based view is that the amount of computations per particle does not vary as much as the work per space cell. The dynamic mapping of the tasks to the processors is performed by parallel accesses to a single task queue. The dynamic mapping guarantees an almost balanced execution of the tasks if the number of particles exceeds the number of processors. The achievable speedup is limited only by conflicts caused by concurrent accesses to space cells. The change of the static mapping of the original SPLASH implementation to a dynamic mapping leads to an increase of the relative speedup of 20 to 70 percent, depending on the number of particles.
In the conservative circuit simulation PTHOR from the SPLASH-1, the deadlock detection phase can be simply implemented by maintaining a shared counter, which is initially set to zero and subsequently accessed via multi prefix add instructions. A processor whose event list gets empty increases the counter. It decrements the counter if it finds a new event to simulate. A deadlock is detected if the counter equals the number of available processors. In the deadlock resolution phase, the minimum time stamp can be computed with multi prefix operations. The concept of NULLmessages which usually increases the amount of necessary communications can be used in the SB-PRAM as a means to speedup certain circuit simulations. The degree of parallelism is often quite low for circuit simulations, nevertheless, on the SB -PRAM many input patterns can be handled simultaneously where the circuit description is held only once in memory. For a more detailed analysis see [ 
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Graphics. Graph layout and visualization of such a layout is an important issue in many interactive applications. We parallelized one method which realizes a fish-eye lens on a layouted graph where the focus is given by a polygon. The parallelizatio n is performed with a parallel queue over all nodes of the graph. A processor calculates the displacement for a node laken from the queue by a scanline method independently from any other node and processor. The parallel queue allows for almost optimal load balancing without prior knowledge of the layout of the input graph.
We parallelized one of the fastest ray tracers [4] . The data base is held in shared memory only once, so that even large scenes can be rendered with the parallel machine. A parallel pixel queue containing the primary rays allows for almost optimal load b&lancing. The concept of light caches which hold the last objects causing shadows was adapted for the parallel case. All processors have access to the same cache structure. The run times on the 4-SB-PRAM matched exactly the run times predicted with the simulator.
Because of the high degree of parallelism of this application almost linear speedup is achieved as long as the resolution of the image is not to small. In [3] it is shown that a 128-SB-PRAM will achieve seven times the performance of a one processor SGI challenge workstation.
Future applications. Besides the applications described so far, we have investigated possible commercial applications which profit froin the high bandwidth to memory, from the large number of hard disks and from the fine grained parallelism wirh efficient queue data structures of the SB-PRAM.
With the help of time discrete event simulations where the behavior of the SB-PRAM was incorporated to a certain level we have been able to predict the performance of the machine for a transaction system. The base of the analysis was the DEBIT/CREDIT benchmark [6] . Disk YO and instruction counts have been modeled in detail. Each transaction is entirely proccssed by one virtual processor. All transactions are held i n a parallel queue. Because in the PRAM model no comlmunication time has to be considered, classical perforrriance prediction by code inspection was possible. Waiting times due to locks on data structures are obtained by an event simulation. The transaction throughput of a complete SB-PRAM will lie in the range of 6000 to 10000 transaciions per second. The detailed analysis and a comparison with other machines is contained in v11.
Video-on-Demand servers provide a repository of movies stored on a disk array in compressed format, e.g., motion P E G , MPEG 3r MPEG-11. When users connect to the server and request to watch a movie, the server must guarantee the uninterrupted play-out of a video sequence. The SB-PRAM already has two disk controllers on the local processor boards and an ATM interface for video output shall be connected to the extension bus. For this application, the virtual processors of a physical processor are divided in two halves: one half is responsible for accessing disks and moving data to global memory, the other half loads data from global memory and moves it to the ATM interface. If multiple users want to watch the same movie, main memory is used as a global cache for video streams. The control structures of this application can be implemented by parallel data structures without serialization. First simulations [ 101 have shown that the 128-SB-PRAM can support more than 1280 video streams with 600 K B l s each using parity enhanced random striping on 256 disks.
ATM technology is the designated standard for the worldwide, broadband ISDN network. The availability of high-bandwidth ATM switching nodes that can handle thousands of ATM connections is of crucial importance for this network. ATM relies on the concept of statistical multiplexing, Le., the capacity of outgoing ATM links is not exceeded in the long term, but short time overload conditions may occur. Actually, the overload is avoided by buffers on the outgoing ATM links. Simulations show that several Megabytes may accumulate in a buffer, but only a few buffers in a switch are filled simultaneously. This imposes a tradeoff for the design of a switch: either one wastes resources with private buffers for each link or decreases performance with a single shared buffer. However, the SB-PRAM as a shared memory machine provides both the high bandwidth to memory and the routing functionality for the switching node. The routing tables describing the ATM connections may be held in shared memory, too. Details of an SB-PRAM as ATM switch are gathered in [SI.
The 128-SB-PRAM
We now discuss hardware modifications for the planned machine with 128 physical processors and 8 GByte of shared memory. All boards will be redesigned to facilitate testing and debugging. Furthermore, network link technology will be changed and the processor board will be extended by some features.
We have experienced that debugging is rather complicated on a 4 processor machine. For the 128-SB-PRAM, we intend to design for testability employing JTAG boundary scan for checking the boards. This technique will be integrated into an automated monitoring and debugging software, so that malfunctioning boards can be easily singled out. The number of chips on the boards will be reduced by moving to newer chip technology. In this way, the design will get more compact and less sensitive to failures.
In the 4-SB-PRAM, we used ribbon cables for the network links, because they were cheap and sufficient for the 5 MHz clock speed. In the 128-SB-PRAM, we will switch to high speed differential serial lines. Besides better electrical properties, the cabling becomes less difficult, because the coaxial cable is more flexible and needs less space. The extension port of the local processor bus will be changed to PCI standard. This enables us to attach standard interface cards for ATM and graphics.
For the Video-on-Demand and ATM switch applications mentioned in Section 3.2, we also want to speed up the transfer of data between local bus and global memory. In the current design, the CPU needs two instructions to transfer data due to its load-store architecture. In spite of this, the performance can be doubled by modifying the data paths (cf. Figure 6 ). local bus file I f ! PRAM. We described briefly some details of the design. The design methodology was guided by simultaneous development of hardware and software. Several decisions have been drawn towards a simple and less expensive direction. The programming environment includes two compilers with additional parallel libraries, an instruction level simulator, a basic operating system PRAMOS, and a controlling and monitoring tool.
We have implemented several applications from the SPLASH application suite and two complex applications from computer graphics. Furthermore, we analyzed the performance of the machine on applications that require large shared buffers (ATM switches), irregular access to shared memory (data base management), and high bandwidth to the file system (Video-on-Demand). The performance achieved on these application must be analyzed more thoroughly and compared to other parallel machines.
The current research is directed towards the construction of a 128-SB-PRAM. The chip set has been produced already. We outlined the necessary modifications of the remaining hardware. A parallel shared file system is under development. The basic idea is to redirect the access to a particular register R, called the pseudo DMA register, to the local address space. Instead of reading or writing the contents of R to the register file, the CPU reads or writes the contents of a local memory cell. For each access, the address A is increased by an adjustable value using an address generator. Before a transfer is initiated, A will be initialized to a proper start value. Using the pseudo DMA register, the CPU can transfer a data word between local bus and global memory in only one cycle.
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Conclusion
The 4-SB-PRAM is a working prototype of a shared memory multiprocessor which emulates a priority CRCW
